
2015-05-04 
Version V3.032x7b ============================================== 
For this release, it is necessary to do the full Master Reset/RAM Clear sequence after the 
firmware is updated. 
1.  Download the new installer update file, which will force a Master Reset. 
2.  Power Down radio. 
3.  Perform a Master Reset. 
4.  Power Down radio. 
5.  Perform a RAM Clear. 
6.  Power Down radio. 
7.  Perform a Master Reset. 
8.  Power Down radio. 
9.  Power Up radio, and ready to use. 
 
Changes include: 
 
These changes apply to the Main Rx only.  The Sub Rx was not changed. 
1 - Added selection of S-Meter input to Other Menu.  Selection is AGC Level or RF Signal.  
Default is AGC Level. AGC Level means the S-meter will not go lower than the AGC 
Threshold/Knee; RF Signal means that the S-Meter indicates the signal strength at the antenna, 
regardless of current AGC threshold or action. Selection is retained over power cycles. 
 
2 - S-meter reading is compensated for ATTN setting, Preamp setting, signal reduction caused by 
the analog hardware AGC with strong (> S-9+35) signals, and the RF Gain control. 
 
3 - S-meter is calibrated so S-9 is 50 uV across 50 Ohms at the antenna terminals. 
 
4 - S-meter calibration routine updated to correct for a missing step in the table. 
 
5 - Serial Commands to change either VFO frequency were restored to previous functionality by 
removing the band checking.  Note that a serial command setting the Main Rx VFO outside of a 
ham band may cause the VFO knob to not change frequency. 
 
6 - S-meter ballistics follow the Hang Time and Decay Rate of currently selected AGC profile. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
 
2013-07-14 
Version V3.032x5 ============================================== 
For this release, it is necessary to do the full Master Reset/RAM Clear sequence after the 
firmware is updated. 
1.  Download the new installer update file, which will force a Master Reset. 
2.  Power Down radio. 
3.  Perform a RAM Clear. 
4.  Power Down radio. 
5.  Perform a Master Reset. 
6.  Power Down radio. 
7.  Power Up radio, and ready to use. 
Changes include: 
1. Default CW Rise Time is now 8 mSec.  
 
2. Multi Knob function RF Gain now has a resolution of 1.  
 
3. Extend the Mic Setting Per Band to include the Aux Input Gain per Band.  
 
4. Increased the Multi encoder sensitivity for the Aux Input Gain on SSB Menu screen.  
 



5. When Orion is powered off with SAF enabled and then powered on, the SAF is enabled, and 
does function normally. 
 
6. When in CW mode, pressing Send1 or Send2 or Send3 button for 2 seconds to display the CW 
Memory screen, then pressing the Exit key (RECALL) to exit, now the NR function does not 
become enabled. 
 
7. The Selected RX Indicator now uses a reverse video highlight instead of an underline.  
 
8. When in CW mode, now the Noise Reduction Enable is not Turned On when Send1, Send2, 
and Send3  functions end.  
 
9. VFO Frequency Updates  VFO frequency updates by turning the VFO A knob or VFO B knob 
may be held off if a VFO update is being done by entering a new VFO frequency using the  
Keypad, or receiving a serial command to change the VFO frequency.  The hold off time is very 
short, and will not be noticeable. 
 
10. The VFOA Enter and VFOB Enter buttons now disable the VFO A or VFO B knobs while the 
new frequency is being entered.  Pressing either VFOA Enter or VFOB Enter buttons now 
cancels the function and restored the previous value as long as no other keypad buttons are 
pressed.  Pressing any other button will also cancel the function.  
 
11. When invoking Memory Store, the function keys on the bottom show ‘Exit’, ‘VFOA>M’, 
‘VFOB>M’, and ‘Delete’. The ‘Delete’ function now works. 
 
12. For the Memory Store function, the ‘VFOA>M’ and ‘VFOB>M’ function keys, the mode value 
that is stored in memory is now more consistent. If neither Main RX nor Sub RX is assigned to the 
VFO that is being saved, then the mode is saved as ‘None’, indicating that there was no receiver 
assignment. If both Main RX and Sub RX is assigned to the VFO that is being saved, then the 
Main RX mode will be saved. If only one RX is assigned, then the mode will be from that RX.  
 
13. For the Memory Recall function, the text field for the modes has been updated to 
accommodate the ‘None’ text.  When the previous mode was ‘None’, the ‘e’ was not erased when 
a different mode value was displayed. 
 
14. Audio Level Indicator bars for the Main RX and Sub RX will now reach the full 100% 
indication. 
 
15. Serial Command *AF (Set VFO A Frequency) will now check for valid frequency range based 
on Main RX, Sub RX and TX assignments.  
 
16. Serial Command *BF (Set VFO B Frequency) will now check for valid frequency range based 
on Main RX, Sub RX and TX assignments.  
 
17. Serial Commands *KRA, *KRB (Read memory to VFO A or Read Memory to VFOB) will now 
confirm the value for filter that had been saved is within range. 
  
18. Serial Command *KWA (Write VFOA to memory) now holds off any frequency changes from 
the VFO A knob.  The holdoff period is very short, and will not be noticed. 
 
19. Serial Command *KWB (Write VFOB to memory) now holds off any frequency changes from 
the VFO B knob.  The holdoff period is very short, and will not be noticed. 
 
20. Serial Command *RMT (Main RX Attenuator) will now accept only values of 0 to 3. All other 
values will not change the existing value and will no report an error. 
  



21. Serial Command *RME (Main RX Preamp) will now accept only values 0 to 1. All other values 
will not change the existing value, and will not report an error. 
  
22. Serial Commands *RMAO, *RMAS, *RMAM. *RMAF, and *RMAP (Main RX AGC 
Commands)  
will only update the Radio Screen when the Main RX was selected.  Also, the Main RX AGC 
values on the    
RX Menu screen will be updated when this screen is being displayed. The corresponding values 
for Hang, Threshold, and Delay are also displayed when the AGC Mode is changed. 
  
23. Serial Commands *RMAH, *RMAD, and *RMAT (Main RX AGC Commands) will update the 
the corresponding values on the RX Menu screen when this screen is being displayed. 
  
24. Serial Commands *RMNM and *RMNS (Notch Enable and SAF Enable) will now accept only 
values 0 to 1.  All other values will not change the existing value, and will not report an error. The 
values for the NOTCH Button Main on the RX Menu screen will be updated when this screen is 
being displayed.  
 
25. Serial Commands *RSAO, *RSAS, *RSAM, *RSAF, and *RSAP (Sub RX AGC Commands) 
Corrected problem with these commands causing Radio Screen values to appear on the RX 
Menu Screen. 
  
26. Serial Command *TI (Aux In Gain), corrected position of value being displayed on the SSB 
Menu screen. 
  
27. Added Serial Queries ?RSNC, ?RSNW, and ?RSNM (Sub Receiver SAF values). 
 
28. Serial Query ?RMNA (Main RX Auto Notch) now reports the correct value. 
  
29. Serial Query ?RSNA (Sub RX Auto Notch) now reports the correct value. 
  
30. Serial Query ?CQ (CW QSK Delay Time) now returns the value that was entered. 
 
31. SideTone Pitch. When changing the SideTone Pitch by holding the SPOT Button and turning 
the Multi Knob, or on the CW Menu page, or via a Serial Port command, the lower limit is now 
300 Hz, which is what the Orion manual says. 
  
32. The DSP code has been updated to fix the pulse noise pumping the AGC.  Note that the DSP 
Version now reports DSP 2.08b88. 
 
33. AGC Threshold Default Value changed to 1.0uV 
 
34. Changed how AGC Threshold Value is entered. 
There are 2 ranges, 0.3 to 10.0 uV and 15.0 to 190.0 
The 0.3 to 10.0uV range has a resolution of 0.1 uV 
The 15.0 to 190.0 uV range has a resolution of 5 uV 
End Version V3.032x5 Changes ============================================== 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- 
 
2012-04-16 
Version V3.032 
Fixed HW_MIC_GAIN setting so it is set to 5dB gain at reset. 
Improved AN function response time. 
 
2012-02-18 
Version V3.030 



Corrected mishandling of DUAL/DIV with 366 installed 
 
Version V3.029 - Beta 
Changed FSK to default to MARK HIGH 
Fixed CW vs. FSK sidetone issue 
Removed RX366 filter selection if not installed 
Added code to disable NR during CW record..to prevent recording problems 
Fixed PBT display issue when recalling from band register 
 
Version V3.028 - Beta 
Addressed serial port responses for CAT programs. 
Changed default to MARK HIGH 
Removed Sub-Rx filters when RX366 not installed 
 
Version V3.027 - Beta 
SAF "S" Text overwrite with RIT 
Addressed various screen gibberish issues caused by CAT involvement 
 
Version 3.025 
First public release of Version 3.x firmware 
Added Support for Model RX366 High Performance Sub Receiver. [Refer to 74467, RX366 
Instructions and Operation Manual for detailed information]. 
Added Selective Audio Filtering (SAF). 
Added Scalable Diversity Tracking (SDT). 
  BW/PBT Tracking 
  SAF/NOTCH Tracking 
  MODE Tracking 
  AGC Tracking 
Ignore several buttons while transmitting. 
Modified SIDETONE adjustment slope/level to make the gain range more usable. 
Adjusted the AGC Threshold setting to more accurately equal the value displayed in the menu. 
Smoother audio switching with QSK, relates to audio transitions on sub-receiver, not main or tx. 
Modified SPEECH PROCESSOR to adjust gain range. 
Added Per-Band recall of MIC/PWR to front panel VFOA/B TX buttons, A>B, B>A, VFOA Enter, 
VFOB Enter. 
Disabled power adjustment when PWR is OFF 
Disabled VOX in FSK mode 
Changed Default for FSK to Mark High 
Corrected various display anomalies. Dots on main screen, version screen, black hash, some text 
misalignments, “mS” vs “ms”, etc. 
Corrected USER Recall of BW value. Was not recalling BW upon USER Recall. 
Corrected various instances of receive audio popping. 
Corrected roofing filter indication for MAIN when B>A forced a change in the MAIN’s roofing filter. 
Corrected bug in sub-rx MOX function, it wasn't muting correctly. 
Resolved issue with reception of Binaural serial command. 
Resolved issue with reception of Tuner Off serial command. 
Fixed SWEEP display issue where a solid vertical bar was shown on the left of the sweep 
window. 
Resolved display issue upon receiving *TT0 serial command 
Binaural output is increased over normal audio. 
Binaural panoramic region narrowed and association to headphone per frequency reversed. 
Improved sweep update rate and cursor action 
Reduced BW/PBT adjustment jitter 
Increased Line Level Out, Din Aux Out L/R outputs by 6dB 
 
 


